Appendix D – Intervention Summary Drawings

(Sheets 306 to 310)
5.3.1 Section 8 - Hedgeley to Shawdonhill Cottage

- Design and locate speed limit and village nameplate signs as gateway to rationalize existing arrangement whilst satisfying speed limit criteria.
- Ensure street lighting covers outside of bend.
- Change bend warning sign to TSRGD 513 or similar.
- Install 'P' terminal and safety barrier with bidirectional red/white.
- Replace give way sign and yellow backing board TSRGD 602.
- Provide give way sign with yellow backing board.
- Refresh all road markings.
- Replace give way sign and yellow backing board TSRGD 602.
5.3.2 Section 4 - Barn Owl Cottage to Bowchester

REPLACE EXISTING DOUBLE BEND SIGN IN DITCH, TSRGD 513
REPLACE ADS
PROVIDE NEW CHEVERON BOARD WITH YELLOW BACKING BOARD.
RESURFACE HIGH FRICTION CENTER LINE WITH RED BUFF CONTRES I/R

INSET A
INSET B

INSET A
INSET B

AMOUNT OF HFS BUFF AND RED TO BE RESURFACED

BARN OWL COTTAGE
BOWCHESTER
5.3.3 Section 6 - Coldgatehaugh to Roseden

REPLACE INCONSISTENT USE OF LEGEND SIGNS FOR ADVANCED DIRECTION AND DIRECTION SIGN TYPES AND CONSIDER MOVING CLOSER TO JUNCTION IF SPACE IS AVAILABLE

INTEGRATE INTO NEW SIGN COMBINATION OF TOURIST INFORMATION AND DIRECTION

REPLACE INCONSISTENT USE OF LEGEND SIGNS FOR ADVANCED DIRECTION AND DIRECTION SIGN TYPES AND CONSIDER MOVING CLOSER TO JUNCTION IF SPACE IS AVAILABLE

REVIEW LOCATION OF ADS TO MAKE IT MORE EFFECTIVE

REINSTATE SOUTHBOUND ADS TO FACE SOUTHBOUND TRAFFIC

REINSTATE GIVE WAY SIGN TSRGD 602
5.3.4 Section 9 - Shawdonhill to Coeburn

- Refresh worn centerline and edge of carriageway road markings.
- Replace hazard marker posts (10).
- Provide hazard marker posts on bend (20).
- Prune vegetation.
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5.3.5 Section 1 - Coldstream to Crookham Westfield

COLDSTREAM

CORNHILL ON TWEED

A697

A697

CROOKHAM WESTFIELD

CONDUCT PSV (POLISHED STONE VALUE) TEST TO CHECK SKID RESISTANCE AND ACTION AS APPROPRIATE.